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Abstract
GGA (PW91)+U is applied to the calculation of the structure (lattice parameters) and the electronic
structure of theV2O5 bulk and its (001) surface for different values ofUeff used in the literature (0.0,
3.0 and 6.6 eV). Similar surface lattice parameters are calculated for the (001) surface and for the bulk,
as well as similar electronic structures. The calculated lattice parameters (a and b for the surface and a,
b and c for the bulk) are in good agreement with experimental results. It seems that there is no strong
correlation between the calculated lattice parameters and the value ofUeff. The calculatedwidth of the
valence band keeps the value of»5 eV for the three studiedUeff. However, the energy gap between the
valence and the conduction bands increases with the value ofUeff. Ueff=3.0 eV seems to be themost
adequate value to describe the energy gap after comparisonwith experimental results. Electronic
density contour plots indicate that for a larger (smaller)Ueff the accumulated charge in theV-O(1)
bond is overestimated (underestimated). The contour plots (in the a direction) show that the charge
distributionV-O(3) is less correlatedwithUeff than the charge distributionV-O(1), whereas charge
distributionV-O(2) seems not to be corretaledwithUeff. The energy gap between the valence and the
conduction bands seems to be strongly relatedwith the charge distribution in theV-O(1) bond. The
V-O(1) bond stability seems to be correlatedwithUeff. However, the stability of theV-O(2) andV-O
(3) bonds seems not to be strongly affected byUeff.

1. Introduction

Vanadiumoxides are used in the production of chemicals, in catalysis and batteries as well as other uses. The
importance of the support in the catalitic properties of the vanadiumoxides has also been outlined [1–28]. The
bulkV2O5 and theV2O5(001) surface have been investigated using experimental and theoreticalmethods [29–
34]. Several DFTmethodologies have been applied to the optimization of the lattice parameters [30, 33–42].
Those calculations have been performedwithin theDFT frameworkwith periodic boundary conditions. The a
and b (in plane) lattice parameters are in good agreement with the experimental values in general [32]. The van
derWaals interactionswere included in some of theworks in order to take into account theweak interactions
between layers that gives a better agreement with the c lattice parameter (perpendicular to the (001) surface).

Generalized gradient approach (GGA) andGGA+Umethodswere applied in order to calculate the energy
for a number of oxidation reactions of 3d transitionmetal oxides [43]. In the article, the authors found that the
use of theGGA+Umethodmakes possible to address the correlation effects in the 3d transitionmetal oxides.
The calculated oxidation energies agree well with experimental information for the values given toUeff. They
found that formany of themetal oxides they studied, theUeff value that corrects the oxidation energy also
improves themagneticmoments and the band gaps. In particular, for V2O5 the calculated band gap is 1.6 and
2.1eV usingGGA andGGA+Umethods, respectively; whereas 2.0 and 2.2 eV are experimental values according
to references [44] and [45], respectively. They found a value ofUeff≈3 eV for a few vandiumoxides [43].
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The valueUeff=3 eV [46]was also used to describe the surfacemetal-insulator transition of aV2O5(001)
single crystal [47]. In the experimental study a reversiblemetal to insulator transition occurs at 350–400K.
Density functional theory andMonte Carlo simulations support the experimental results on the basis of
anisotropic growth of vanadyl oxygen (V=O) vacancies at the surface.

GGA andGGA+Umethodswere also applied in a study about structural, electronic andmagnetic properties
of V2O5−x [39]. In the study the authors set U=3 eV and J=0.9 eV (Ueff=2.1 eV) in their calculations on the
V2O5with oxygen vacancies. They found the effect of the on-site Coulomb interaction of theV 3d electrons on
themagnetic properties is not strong per oxygen vacancy.

Recently, the selective oxidation of propane on the fully oxidizedV2O5(001) surfacewas studied using PBE
+U [48]. In thework the on-site repulsion parameterUeff was set to 6.6 eV forV on the vanadiumoxide catalyst
with andwithout titania support. It was found that themonocoordinated oxygen is themost active site on the
surfacewithout andwith the titania support. The bridging oxygen ismore selective in the propane
deshydrogenation.

GGA+Uand experimentalmethods [49]were used in the study of the electronic structure of V2O5, reduced
V2O5−x and sodium intercalatedNaV2O5. In that study, the effectiveHubbardU-J=5.89 eVwas added for the
vanadium3d-states. They found that theoretical calculations and experimental results are in good agreement.
Local density approximation (LDA+U), with similar value ofUeff, was applied toα-NaV2O5 [50]. This approach
has produced the insulating antiferromagnetic solutionwith an energy gap of 2.7 eV and amagneticmoment of
0.97 μBonly on one type of vanadium atom. The authors indicated that their results were in satisfactory
agreementwith experimental results.

In the presentmanuscript, a number of calculations were performed in order to calculate theV2O5(001)
surface lattice parameters, a and b, and theV2O5 bulk lattice parameters (a, b and c), for different Ueff values: 0.0,
3.0 and 6.6 eV. The valueUeff=0.0 eV is chosen because is the plainDFT framework, PW91 in thismanuscript.
The valueUeff=3.0 eV is important because it seems to predict, or be in agreementwith, the experimental
energy gap between the valence and the conduction bands for theV2O5 bulk. The valueUeff=6.6 eV is the
maximumvalue used in the literature (to our knowledge). One of the aims of thismanuscript is to learn if one of
these values ofUeff is themost adequate for describing the a and b lattice parameters after comparisonwith
experimental results. It seems that none of themgive a better description of the lattice parameters or, in other
words, there is no strong correlation between the value ofUeff and the calculated surface lattice parameters a and
b. A comparison of the orbital energies of theV2O5(001) optimized surface is given for different Ueff values.
Total and projected density of states are calculatedwithin theGGA (PW91)+U formalism and compared for
Ueff=0.0, 3.0 and 6.6 eV.Despite the calculated lattice parameters, for the bulk and for the (001) surface, are
not correlatedwith the election ofUeff, the election ofUeff=3.0 eV seems to be the best one to describe the
energy gap between the valence and the conduction bands after comparisonwith experimental results. After this
conclusion, the stability of theV-O(1) bond is underestimated and overestimated forUeff=0.0 and 6.6 eV,
respectively. However, the stability of theV-O(2) andV-O(3) bonds is not strongly correlated withUeff. It seems
that the energy gap between the valence and the conduction bands is strongly correlatedwith the charge density
distribution in theV-O(1) bond.Density charge distribution plots show there is an under and overestimation of
the charge accumulation between theV andO(1) atoms usingUeff 0.0 and 6.6 eV, respectively. The strength of
the bonds, according to charge accumulation, is V-O(1) bond stronger thanV-O(2) bond andV-O(2) bond
stronger thanO(3) bond.

2.Methodology

First-principles total energy calculationswere performed using density functional theory (DFT) as implemented
in theViennaAb initio Simulation Package (VASP) [51, 52] to investigate the structure and the electronic
structure of theV2O5(001) surface and theV2O5 bulk. TheKohn-Sham equationswere solved using the
projector augmentedwave (PAW) approach for describing electronic core states [53, 54] and a plane-wave basis
set including planewaves up to 400 eV. Electron exchange and correlation energies were calculatedwithin the
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) in the Perdew-Wang (PW91) form [55]. ForUeff equals to 3.0 and
6.6 eV, the values 4 and 7.6 eVwere given toU, respectively; in both cases, J=1 eV.U and Jwere not included in
theUeff=0 (GGA) calculations. TheDudarev et al approach is used [56] and,U and J are given toVanadium
only. In this approach onlyU-J(=Ueff) ismeaningful.

Each system (theV2O5(001) surface and vacuum, and the bulk)weremodeled by a different orthorhombic
supercell. In the case of the surface, the lattice parameters a and bwere calculated following the iterative
procedure described here, for theUeff values. First step, keep the value of the b lattice parameter fixed and
perform calculations to optimize the geometry of the system for different values of the a lattice parameter until
theminimumenergy is found. Second step, keep the a lattice parameter fixed at the value found in the first step,
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and perform geometry optimizations for different values of the b lattice parameter until theminimumenergy is
found. Third step, keep the b lattice parameter fixed at the value found in the second step, and perform geometry
optimizations for different values of the a lattice parameter until theminimumenergy is found. Continuewith
this iterative procedure until the configuration ofminimumenergy is found for both, a and b lattice parameters.
Similar iterative procedure was used tofind a, b and c lattice parameters for the bulk for every value of the chosen
Ueff. A few articles, exchange the lattice constants b and c and the (001) plane is named (010) plane [34]. The
surfacewasmodeled by amonolayer thick slab separated bymore than 15Åvacuum region to avoid
interactions between slabs due to periodic boundary conditions in the perpendicular to the surface direction. All
the atoms of the surface and of the bulk, were allowed to relax freely according to the calculated forces applied on
them.Atomic relaxations are considered convergedwhen the forces on the ions are less than 0.01eV/Å. Thefirst
Brillouin zone of the supercell was sampledwith a ( ´ ´4 10 1)Γ centeredmesh resulting in 22 irreducible
k-points for the surface calculations andwith a ( ´ ´1 3 3)Γ centeredmesh for the bulk case. The energies of
theDOS calculations have been shifted to have the parameter E-fermi in 0.0 eV.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Structure of the divanadiumpentoxide, bulk and (001) surface lattice parameters
The structure of the divanadiumpentoxide (V2O5) has been investigated using different experimental and
theoretical techniques [29, 30]. It has been described in previous articles ([31, 32, 34, 57] and references within)
and a short description is given here. Divanadiumpentoxide has an orthorhombic structure with lattice
parameters a, b and c. The divanadiumpentoxide bulk structure ismade of layers that are perpendicular to the c
axis, each layer ismade of VO6 octahedra [31] at two levels. The layers are linked vertically by corners, in the
[001] direction (c axis). Figure 1 shows the surface supercell used in thismanuscript, lattice parameters a and b
aremarked. The reported lattice parameters seem to be in agreement among them and are listed in the table 1
togetherwith the ones calculated in the present work for the surface and the bulk. Theweak bond between layers
is considered as van derWaals bond, and it is responsible for layer binding [30]. In every layer, oxygen atoms can
be classified into three types according to the number of vanadium atoms towhich they are bound:O(1)
terminal oxygen atoms or vanadyl oxygens, bound to one vanadium atom,O(2) coordinated to two vanadium
atoms andO(3) coordinated to three vanadium atoms. Vanadiumatoms are linked tofive oxygen atoms (one
O(1), oneO(2) and threeO(3))within the layer andweakly linked the oneO(1) of the next layer (van derWaals

Figure 1.CleanV2O5(001) surface cell used in the presentmanuscript. The a and b lattice parameters of the surface cell aremarked. A
( )´1 2 surface ismarkedwith the rectangle. Vanadium (V, light blue balls) and oxygen atoms (O(1), O(2) andO(3), red balls) are
marked. The x, y and z axes are also indicated. TheV,O(1), O(2) andO(3) atoms used infigure 6 for charge density contour plots are
markedwith plot andwhite arrows. The figure has beenmadewith the xcrysden program [63].

Table 1.Calculated a and b lattice parameters (Å) for the (001) surface and a, b and c lattice parameters for the bulk structure of theV2O5.
Also shownprevious results from the literature for the bulk structure.

Ueff=0.0 Ueff=3.0 Ueff=6.6 Results from references

layer bulk layer bulk layer bulk [29] [32] [26] [38] [64]

a 11.41 11.60 11.34 11.56 11.36 11.58 11.4959(95) 11.512 11.512 11.532 11.519

b 3.57 3.57 3.63 3.63 3.69 3.71 3.5510(51) 3.564 3.564 3.600 3.564

c 4.39 4.63 4.66 4.3569(25) 4.364 4.368 4.401 4.373
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interaction). In this way aVO6 octahedrom is formed [57]. The (001) face is themost stable single-crystal surface
[31, 58]. Experimental and theoretical studies have shown that the (001) surface has very similar physical
properties and stability as the bulk crystal [34, 35, 48, 59–61]. Therefore, in thismanuscript the substrate is
modeled by a single slab that can be considered as a realisticmodel of theV2O5(001) surface. Results obtained in
thismanuscript support this statement. The calculated single layer electronic structure is similar to the
calculated electronic structure for the bulk, for the three values ofUeff used in this work. For the surface and for
the bulk, a number of calculations were performed for different values of the lattice parameters a, b and c in order
to calculate the values thatminimize the energy, for everyUeff. Figure 2 shows the calculated relative energy of the
V2O5(001) surface versus values given to the lattice parameters a (top) and b (bottom) around theminimum
energy (in every case). The calculated values for the lattice parameter a are 11.41, 11.34 and 11.36ÅusingUeff

0.0, 3.0 and 6.6 eV, respectively. The calculated values for the lattice parameter b are 3.57, 3.63 and 3.69Åusing
Ueff 0.0, 3.0 and 6.6 eV, respectively. In the upper (bottom) part offigure 2, different values are given to the
lattice parameter a (b) for afixed value of the lattice parameter b (a). Figure 2 shows that the energy of the surface
isminimum for the values of the lattice parameters recentlymentioned. For everyUeff, the energy differences
shown infigure 2 are very small and so the curves around everyminimumare shallow. This would show some
sort offlexibility in the ab plane, mainly in the a direction. The top panel offigure 2 shows forUeff=3.0 eV that
the a lattice constant could be between»12.28 and»12.38 Åwithin 4meV of energy. The layer also show some
flexibility in the c direction ([001] direction). UsingUeff=3.0 eV there is a displacement in the [001] direction of
the twoO(2) atoms of the unit cell of about 0.03Åwith an energy difference of 2meV. The lattice parameters a
and b seemnot to be correlatedwith the value ofUeff. In otherwords, the calculated lattice parameters a and b
seem to be independent of the value assigned toUeff, within the scope of thismanuscript. The comparisons
among the a values and among the b values with the experimental values (see table 1) shows that it is not possible
to determinewhich value ofUeff is themost adequate tomodel the surface or they are all good enough tomodel

Figure 2. Last step in the calculation of the lattice parameters a (top) and b (bottom) for different values of Ueff: 0.0 (circles), 3.0
(squares) and 6.6 (triangles) eV. The calculated values for the lattice parameter a are 11.41, 11.34 and 11.36 ÅusingUeff 0.0, 3.0 and
6.6 eV, respectively. The calculated values for the lattice parameter b are 3.57, 3.63 and 3.69 ÅusingUeff 0.0, 3.0 and 6.6 eV,
respectively. Energy (eV) in the vertical axis and lattice parameters in the horizontal axis (Å).
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theV2O5(001) surface. Similar conclusions are valid for the a and b lattice parameters for the bulk calculations.
However, for everyUeff, the a and b lattice parameters calculated for the layer are slightly shorter than the
experimental results, whereas the ones calculated for the bulk are a bit longer. The calculated a lattice parameter
for the bulk is»0.2 Ålonger than the calculated for the (001) surface. In the case of the c lattice parameter of the
bulk calculations, the van derWaals interactions are not taken into account, and the separation between layers is
a bit overestimated.

The optimizedV-Obond lengths of theV2O5(001) surface and of theV2O5 bulk are in good agreement
between them and are not correlatedwith the values ofUeff used in thismanuscript (Ueff=0.0, 3.0 and 6.6 eV),
as shown in table 2. Also, there is good agreementwhen optimizedV-Obond lengths are comparedwith
previous published results.

3.2. Electronic structure of the divanadiumpentoxide, bulk and (001) surface
Calculations of the electronic structure of theV2O5(001) surface and of theV2O5 bulkwere performedwith the
calculated lattice parameters for everyUeff value.

Total DOS, valence band and energy gap. Calculated total density of states (DOS) of the bulkV2O5 and of its
(001) surface for different values ofUeff are shown onfigure 3:Ueff=0.0, 3.0 and 6.6 eV from the top.Negative
energy values andDOS larger than zero refer to the valence band and positive energy values andDOS larger than
zero refer to the conduction band. In the case of the surface, atfirst glance, the valence band shows a large
maximumaround itsmiddle region forUeff=0.0 eV. Altough themaximum is smaller forUeff=3.0 eV, the
general shape of the valence band is similar to the previous case (continuous lines). Thismaximum is due to the
O(1)pz and dV z2 orbitals and it is not so strong in the cases of bulk calculations (dashed lines). ForUeff=6.6 eV,
the general shape seems to be similar to the previous cases, but themaximum is not in themiddle of the valence
band but there is one near the bottomof the band (low energies) and another one near the top (high energies).
Thewidth of the valence band seems not to be correlatedwith the value ofUeff, for the surface and for the bulk.
For the surface is about 4.87, 4.75 and 4.78 eV forUeff=0.0, 3.0 and 6.6 eV, respectively, (in agreementwith
previousDFT results [33])whereas the calculated valence band for bulk are less than 0.2 eVwider than those
values. The calculatedwidth of the valence band is then, not correlatedwith the value of theUeff, at least the ones
used in the present work. Awider valence band of 5.5 eVwas calculated using a different computational set up in
references [34] and [41] for LDA andGGA (Ueff=0 eV). Also, the angle resolvedHe-II ultraviolet
photoemission spectrumof a V2O5(001) surface sample taken at normal incidence shows awider range of about
6 eV [41, 62].

For bulk and surface, at higher energies, the calculated energy gap between the valence and the conduction
bands depends on the value given toUeff as well as thewidth and shape of the conduction band. In the case of the
surface, the calculated energy gaps are 1.81, 2.19 and 2.95 eV forUeff=0.0, 3.0 and 6.6 eV, respectively. In
comparison, the energy gaps calculated for the bulk are between 0.1 and 0.2 eV smaller as shown infigure 3.
Comparisonwith experimental values (2.0 and 2.2 eV according to references [44] and [45], respectively) shows
an underestimation and overestimation of the energy gap usingUeff=0.0 and 6.6 eV. Also, the energy gap
calculatedwith the present computational set up is a bit higher than the one calculated in reference [43].
However, Ueff=3.0 eV seems to be, or seems to be near, the correct value in order to describe the energy gap.

The calculatedwidths of the conduction band are 2.34, 2.28 and 1.47 eV, forUeff=0.0, 3.0 and 6.6 eV,
respectively, for the surface and the bulk.

PDOS,O(1). There is an energy shift for the pz atomprojected PDOSwhen theUeff changes values. The
energy shift is about 0.4 eVwhenUeff changes values from0.0 to 3.0 eV and is about 1.4 eVwhenUeff changes
values from0.0 to 6.6 eV, figure 4. The z axis is the direction of theV-O(1) bond,figure 1. The atomprojected
PDOS of theO(1) contributesmainly to themiddle and top parts of the valence band. Themain peak for
Ueff=0.0 and 3.0 eV, see figure 3, seems to be due to a large contribution of theO(1)pz orbital (also, due to the

dV z2). There is no strong change in the px and py atomprojected PDOS of theO(1), only a shift smaller than
0.2 eV of a few peaks to lower energies when theUeff takes values 0.0, 3.0 and 6.6 eV, complementarymaterial

Table 2.Calculated vanadium—oxygen bond lengths (Å) for theV2O5(001) surface (left)
and for theV2O5 bulk (right). There are twoO(3)-V bond lengths, the longest (shortest) is
near the direction of the a (b) lattice parameter, seefigure 1. Results from the literature are
included for comparison.

Ueff=0.0 Ueff=3.0 Ueff=6.6 [49] [33] [32]

O(1) 1.60 / 1.61 1.60 / 1.60 1.58 / 1.59 1.576 1.60 1.59

O(2) 1.79 / 1.79 1.80 / 1.80 1.82 / 1.82 1.778 1.79 1.80

O(3) 1.89 / 1.88 1.92 / 1.91 1.94 / 1.94 1.878 1.89 1.90

2.02 / 2.04 2.00 / 2.03 2.00 / 2.01 2.017 2.04 2.05
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(x and y axes are shown infigure 1). Similar characteristics in the case of the bulk for the pz atomprojected PDOS,
figure 5, but the valence band ismuch less neat than in the surface case, for the px and py atomprojected PDOS
(complementarymaterial).

PDOS,O(2). In the case of the surface, there is an important contibution of the px orbital of theO(2)near the
bottomof the valence band, figure 4. It should be notice that the x direction is (near) theV-O(2)-V bonds
direction as shown infigure 1. The py and pzmain contributions are in themiddle and top parts of the valence
band (complementarymaterial). In the y direction, the peak in themiddle of the valence band seems to shift
slightly towards higher energies whenUeff takes the values 0.0, 3.0 and 6.6 eV. This shift is stronger in the case of
the bulk (complementarymaterial). The contribution of the pz peak to themiddle of the valence band seems to

Figure 3.Calculated density of states (DOS) of the cleanV2O5(001) surface and of theV2O5 bulk, for different values ofUeff: 0.0 eV
(top panel, blue continuous and dashed lines), 3.0 eV (middle panel, red continuous and dashed lines) and 6.6 eV (green continuous
and dashed lines). DOS in the vertical axis (number of states/unit cell), energy (eV) in the horizontal axis.
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decrease forUeff=6.6 eV but there are not energy shift of the peaks. The peak around−3.8 eV in the three total
DOSplot shown infigure 3 seem to be due to theO(2)px orbitalmainly, with contributions of -dV x y2 2 andO(3)
px orbitals. In the case fo the bulk, there is a very little shift of themain peak towards higher energies when using
Ueff=0.0, 3.0 and 6.6 eV, figure 5 for the px contribution.

PDOS,O(3). For surface and bulk,figures 4 and 5 show the px atomprojected PDOS contributes to the top
and near the bottomof the valence band to the total DOS. There is a shift of»0.3 eV near the bottomof the
valence bandwhenUeff increases from0.0 to 3.0 and to 6.6 eV. The contribution to the upper part of the valence
band is not correlatedwithUeff. TheO(3)py atomprojected PDOS contributesmainly to the bottomof the
valence band and there is, also, a shift of»0.2 eV upward in energy, whenUeff increases from0.0 to 3.0 and to
6.6 eV.Near the x direction there is oneV-O(3) bond, whereas near the y direction there are twoV-O(3) bonds.
For surface and bulk, the pz atomprojected PDOS contributesmainly to the top of the valence band
(complementarymaterials), however, there is a contribution to the total DOS of themiddle region in the case of
the surface. There is a small projection of theV-O(3) bonds in the z direction.

PDOS, V . The contribution of the dz
2 orbital is in themiddle of the valence band and is themost important

among the vanadium d orbitals to the total DOS for the bulk and the surface, figures 4 and 5. In the case of the

Figure 4.Calculated atomic projected density of states (DOS) of the cleanV2O5(001) surface: (top panel) dV z2 (left) andV -dx y2 2

(right), (middle panel)O(1)pz (left) andO(2)px (right), (bottompanel)O(3)px (left) andO(3)py (right). Different values of Ueff are
shown: 0.0 eV (blue continuous line), 3.0 eV (red dashed line) and 6.6 eV (green dot-dashed line). DOS in the vertical axis (number of
states/unit cell), energy (eV) in the horizontal axis.
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surface, the atomprojected PDOS shows amain peak that shift to lower energies,−1.8,−2.1 and−3.3 eV as the
value ofUeff increases 0.0, 3.0 and 6.6 eV, respectively. The z direction is theV-O(1) bond direction, figure 1.
There is not amain peak in the case of the bulk, but the general behaviour is that the peaks shift to lower energies
as theUeff increases. Figures 4 and 5 show some contibution of the -dx y2 2 orbital to the total DOS in the lower
half of the valence band, for any of the values of theUeff considered, for surface and bulk. TheV-O(2) andV-O
(3) bonds aremainly in the x and y directionswith little projection in the z direction. There is very little
contribution of the dxy, dxz and dzy orbitals to the total DOS for bulk and surface (complementarymaterials).

V-O(1) bond. Figure 4 shows, for the surface, a comparison between the atomic projected PDOS of theO(1)
pz and dV z2 orbitals for the values ofUeff studied here. There are common features between the above
mentioned orbitals. ForUeff=0.0 eV (blue continuous line), there is a peak around−1.8 eV and a small band
between−2.2 and−3.2 eV. ForUeff=3.0 eV (red dashed line), there is amain peak around−2.1 eV and also a
small band between−2.4 and−3.2 eV. And forUeff=6.6 eV (green dot-dashed line), there is a peak around
−3.3 eV and amain small band between−3.4 and−4.6 eV. The comparison seems to indicate that the common
features shift the energy values to the lower part of the valence band. Probably this indicates that theV-O(1)
bond ismore stable when theUeff increases its values: 0.0, 3.0 and 6.6 eV. If the ’true’ value ofUeff is around

Figure 5.Calculated atomic projected density of states (DOS) of the bukV2O5: (top panel) dV z2 (left) and -dV x y2 2 (right), (middle
panel)O(1)pz (left) andO(2)px (right), (bottompanel)O(3)px (left) andO(3)py (right). Different values ofUeff are shown: 0.0 eV (blue
continuous line), 3.0 eV (red dashed line) and 6.6 eV (green dot-dashed line). DOS in the vertical axis (number of states/unit cell),
energy (eV) in the horizontal axis.
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3.0 eV, the use ofUeff=0.0 or 6.6 eV, underestimate or overestimate theV-O(1) bond stability. Inspection of
thefigure 5 for the bulk show common features of theO(1)pz and dV z2 orbitals for the values ofUeff studied,
although not so clear as for the surface. Also, there is a shift towards lower energies asUeff increases. As for the
surface, the use ofUeff=6.6 or 0.0 eV, overestimate or underestimate theV-O(1) bond stability.

V-O(2) andV-O(3) bonds. Fromfigures 4 and 5 for surface and bulk, two comparisons are going to bemade
looking for common features between orbitals. Atomic projected PDOS ofO(2)px and -dV x y2 2 orbitals show a
small band between−2.2 and−3.2 eV (this small band is also present in theO(1)pz andVdz

2) and themain peak
around−4 eV. These features do not depend strongly on the value assigned toUeff and probably the stability of
theV-O(2) bond is not correlatedwithUeff. Atomic projected PDOS ofO(3)px andO(3)py orbitals are compared
with theV -dx y2 2 orbital. They, also, show a small peak around−4 eV. The atomic projectedDOS ofO(3)py
shows amain peak around−4.5 eV,O(3)px and -dV x y2 2 orbitals show a small feature at the same energy. These
features do not depend strongly on the value assigned toUeff and probably the stability of theV-O(3) bond is not
correlatedwithUeff, either.

3.3. Charge density distribution in the vanadium-oxygen bonds of theV2O5(001) surface
Figure 6 shows the calculated density of electronic charge (e/Bohr3) distribution around theV-O(1)-O(2)-O(3)
atoms in the xz plane forUeff values: 0.0, 3.0 and 6.6 eV (left, central and right panels, respectively). In these
(nine) charge density diagrams themaximum correspond to 1.19 e Bohr−3 and is around the oxygen atoms.

In the top three panels, theminimumelectronic charge density shown is 0.16 e Bohr−3. ForUeff=0.0 eV
there is a discontinuity in this charge density contour between theV andO(1) atoms, due to the absence of
charge density larger than 0.16 e Bohr−3. ForUeff=3.0 and 6.6 eV the charge density contour is continuous and
is thicker forUeff=6.6 eV than forUeff=3.0 eV. This is because larger charge density contours are present for
Ueff=6.6 eV than forUeff=3.0 eV between theV andO(1) atoms. In this way, the charge accumulation
between theV andO(1) atoms is larger forUeff=6.6 eV and smaller forUeff=0.0 eV. Assuming that the near
correct value forUeff is 3.0 eV, the electronic charge between theV andO(1) atoms, i. e. in theV-O(1) bond, is
under and overestimated, forUeff=0.0 and 6.6 eV, respectively.

For theminimumcharge density ploted of 0.10 e Bohr−3, the charge density distribution between theV and
O(2) atoms shows that the charge accumulation in theV-O(2) bond is almost not correlatedwith the value of
Ueff. For theminimumcharge ploted of 0.07 e Bohr−3, the bottom three panels show that the charge density
distribution between theV andO(3) seems to be slightly correlatedwithUeff.

Figure 6.Calculated charge density contour plots (e/Bohr3) for the threeUeff values: 0.0, 3.0 and 6.6 eV (left, central and right panels).
On the left, the values of theminimum charge density ploted, themaximumcharge correspond to 1.19 e Bohr−3, where the oxygen
atoms are (red, on line version). TheV,O(1), O(2) andO(3) atoms used aremarked on figure 1with plot andwhite arrows. The figure
has beenmadewith the vesta program [65].
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Wecompare the strength of the three bonds for everyUeff value. ForUeff=3.0 eV (valid forUeff=0.0 and
6.6 eV aswell), following the ideas exposed a few lines above, from figure 6, the upper panel shows there are
more charge density contours corresponding to larger than 0.16 e Bohr−3 charge density between theV and the
O(1) atoms. But there is a lack of these charge density contours betweenV andO(2), and also betweenV and
O(3). This indicates that there is a larger accumulation of charge in theV-O(1) bond than in the other twoV-O
bonds. In consecuence, theV-O(1) bond is stronger than the other twoV-Obonds. The central panel shows
there are charge density contours larger than 0.10 e Bohr−3 in theV-O(2) bond but they are not present in the
V-O(3) bond. Consecuently, it seems that the strength of theV-Obonds is V-O(1) bond is stronger thanV-O(2)
bond and this is stronger thanV-O(3) bond. This conclusion seems to be supported by the bottompanel, charge
contour 0.07 e Bohr−3, inwhich the accumulation of charge seems to be larger between theV-O(1) than
between theV-O(2) andV-O(3). The charge density betweenV andO(3) in the (near) y direction (not shown)
seems to be higher than in the x but still not higher than in theV-O(2) bond. So, theV-O(3) bond in the y is
stronger than in the x direction butweaker than theV-O(2) bond.

4. Conclusions

Anumber of density functional theory (DFT(PW91)+U) calculations were performed to calculate the surface
lattice parameters (a and b) of theV2O5(001) surface and theV2O5 bulk lattice parameters (a, b and c). Ueff=0.0
(GGA), 3.0 and 6.6 eVwere used. It seems that there is not correlation between the calculated lattice parameters
and the value assigned toUeff. This is, there is not a clear evidence that one of these values is themost adequate to
describe the experimental results; there is a good agreement between the calculated lattice parameters and the
experimental results.

DFT+Uwas, then, applied to the study of the electronic structure of the systems under investigation. The
width of the valence band is not strongly correlated on the value ofUeff, it is about 4.87, 4.75 and 4.78 eV for
Ueff=0.0, 3.0 and 6.6 eV, respectively, for the surface. The calculated energy gap between the valence and the
conduction bands shows correlationwith the chosen values forUeff:≈ 1.81, 2.19 and 2.95 eV forUeff 0.0, 3.0 and
6.6 eV, respectively. Ueff=3.0 eV seems to be themost adequate value to describe theV2O5 bulk and its (001)
surface following the comparison of the calculated energy gapwith the experimental results. TheV-O(1) bond
stability seems to be under and over estimated forUeff=0.0 and 6.6 eV. The stability of theV-O(2) andV-O(3)
bonds does not seem to be strongly correlated with the election of theUeff. According to the calculated charge
distribution, for any of the usedUeff values, theV-O(1) bond is stronger than theV-O(2) bond and this is
stronger than theV-O(3) bonds. It seems that the energy gap between the valence and the conduction bands is
strongly correlatedwith the charge density distribution in theV-O(1) bond,mainly.
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